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Movie theaters open on South, West sides
New theaters bring pred~minantly black
communities entertainment, more money
By Horace Toombs

are the first African-American-owned theaters in Chicago.
The new movie theater has been benefiAftera · 30-year entertainment drought, cial for Columbia students. Marcus
people who live on the South and West Howard, a liberal arts and film major, said
sides of Chicago now have the opportuni- having the new movie theaters in African
ty to view first -run movies in their own American communities makes him feel
good, adding that every ethnic group
communities.
Cineplex Odeon and Inner City should be able to obtain an economic base.
Entertainment (ICE) opened three new I0 "This is an opportunity for African
screen movie theaters Nov. 26 in the Americans to manipulate resources of our
Lawndale, Chatham and Chicago Lawn community like other ethnic groups,"
neighborhoods. Each of the movie com- Howard said.
The movie complexes are a new venplexes feature state-of-the-art equipment
and stadium-style seating for 2,000 to ture for entrepreneurs Donzell and Ali ssa
3,000.
Starks,
owners
of
Inner
City
Holl ywood producers and directors Entertainment. It has been a challenge for
Debbie Allen and Bi ll Duke joined Mayor them.
Richard M. Daley for the premiere of
"This is a lot of hard work , but my goal
Steven Spielberg's "Amistad" Nov. 24 at was to be an entrepreneur. And what's
the Lawndale theater, located at Homan really important is providing something
for the neighborhood," Donzell Starks
and Roosevelt avenues.
The other two movie theaters are locat- said.
ed at 87th Street and the Dan Ryan
Inner City Entertainment collaborated
Expressway in the Chatham community with Cineplex Odeon to make this dream
and at 62nd Street and Western Avenue in come true. But, before the blueprints and
the Chicago Lawn neighborhood. These groundwork started, they consulted with
Staff"Writer

Three new inner-city movie theaters are expected to bring needed d ollars to
economically troubled areas such as Lawndale a nd Chicago Lawn.
each community.
The Starks spoke with aldermen, community groups and church leaders about
bringing a theater to the three ne ighbor-

hoods. One of the major fears the communities had was increased crime and traffic.
With the help of Ch icago Police

See Theater, page 2

s ire'' iilf: Senior seminar feasible

·P~Fac· /still f,~ght~ng
By

Amy]~ugli

Staff Writer

Tanisha Allen

Columbia's Part-Time Faculty Association (P-Fac) and the college administration met Friday, Dec. 5, to determine who is eligible
to vote in the P-Fac's union election, but the day-long negotiation
fell short of reaching any concl'!sive agreement.
The ' meeting was held before The National Labor Relations
Board at 200 West Adams St.
P-Fac contended that all part timers should qualify as a unit--a ·
group of eligible voters. The school disagreed. .
"There are a variety of different groups that may not be appropriate to include with the part-time faculty," said Mary K. Qualiana,
one of the three attorneys representing Columbia. QualiaQa was
referring to nine subgroups of the part-time faculty the college finds
ineligible:
I. Graduate students enrolled at Columbia who are studying and
teaching concurrently.
2. Anyone teaching three-credit hours or less.
3. Continuing education instructors -teaching non-credit classes.
Many of their students are not Columbia College students.
4 . Full -time worker with non-teaching responsibilities at
Columbia, but who also teach part-time.
5. All first semester teachers.
6. Music instructors who only teach one-on-one music lessons.
7 . Instructors who only teach book and paper.
8. Recreatio n instructors at the Y.M.C.A. They are, in many
cases, not employed by Columbia, but by the Y.M.C.A.
9. lnstructors teaching at the Erickson Institute who are not
employed by Columbia, but by the Erickson Institute.
"P-Fac does not want to let any of these subgroups go," said Pete
Insley, a part-timer in the science and math department and P-Pac

§ee Hearing,,page 2
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stage at the Pier
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alternative to electives
Staff Writer

As graduation approaches, many seniors are
realizing they st ill have general requirements to
complete. There is an innovati ve class offered to
seniors that puts a fun and immediate end to this
problem.
Senior seminar is a course that sat isfies three
credits of Humanities/Literature or General
Studies Electives and the Writing Intensive
requirement.
To be eligible to take this class, students need
a total of 90 completed credit hours and must
have completed English I and II.
The Senior Seminar is made up of 15 students
per section. It provides them wi th a forum to
express their views and explore the impact of
college experiences on the values that shape their
life and ca reer choices.
"'It was an incredibly eye-opening experience
to sit down and figure out what my values really
are--to condense and abstract clouds of thoughts
and feelings into a semi-coherent structure, as
well as be capable of justifying them to other students' questions," said Joel Deboer, a philosophy
major.
The Senior Seminar is completed with a colorful senior thesis that uses the thoughts and
readings expressed during the seminar as a foundation. The final project represents each student's idea of what the "'good li fe" is. It can be
presented by incorporating the methods and

media of their chosen field.
"There are some people who have never really thought about values, communities, friends
and having a personal voice," said Leslie Recto r,
a television major. "There is a lot of understanding in this class; it is a comforting experience,"
Faculty me mbers of the Senior Sem in ar
department urge participating students to examine how their college experiences have affected
them-both in their business and personal lifebefore they get caught up in Corporate America.
''There arc so many questions seniors have
about their fu ture, and the seminar addresses the
questions through a forum of other seniors." said
Bill Hayash i, who teaches the course. ''The value
of having other seniors to talk about where you
are going to Jive and still make a li ving is very
helpful."
''This is a support group for seniors, just so we
know that we are not alone. We all have similar
fears," said Tracy Jenkins, a journalism major.
"It's great because all different majors make it
sort of a melting pot. It's cool to watch people
grow and eventually go their separate ways. If
you want Senior Seminar to work for you, it
wil l."
Faculty urges students to take advantage of
pre-registration through Dec. 12 so they can
guarantee their spot.
For more information, contact a member of
the faculty or the Senior Seminar department at
(312) 663-1600. ext.7693.
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T he S tarks got a big break
when Home Depot needed to find
a buyer for a piece of land on 87th
and Dan Ryan. T he company
requested a buyer that would comply with the community 's demand
for minority partic ipation. Once
the deal was final ized with
Cineplex Odeon they purchased
two more pieces o f land for future
theaters in the other two neighborhoods.
Because of black buying power
in the entenainment indus try, the
Starks feel that there is a need fo r
the industry to invest in the inner
city of the Chicago area. This is a
major reason why C ineplex
Odeon wanted to invest and work
w ith them.
"The African-American community was an under-served market. We [African Americans] represent 25 percent of the moviegoers in the metropolitan areas,"
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A~~~ theat~rs have

said Donzell Starks.
·More than 30 years ago, these
South and West s ide communities
had some of the most elegant theaters in town- many that resembled Roman palaces. There were
The Bird, The Hamiltion, The
Maryland and The Rhodes. These
movie houses closed d ue to events
that would change not only these
areas, but the city of Chicago for
many years to come.
During the '60s and '70s, white
night and riots foll ow ing the
assignation of Dr. Marti n Luther
King Jr. destroyed a good deal o f
property in these communities.
Several businesses closed, and
most of the theaters went out o f
business. These areas were then
considered permanent hell holes
where no one would invest in.
Over the past few years, however. there have been signs that
these areas could he revitalized.
Stacy Williams, 45, a resident
of Lawndale for the past 25 years,
said she knew things would get
better.
" I knew the neighborhood
would tum around. Bad things
don't last forever," Williams said.
Valerie Muhammad lives w ithin walking distance of the new
Lawndale theater and is pleased.
uFor me, it's convenient," s he
said. "This will help bring jobs
in to the community."

continued
page 1

from

member. The negotiations continued.
Col u m bi a's
President John B. Duff
was unavai lable for
comment because the
Nation al
Labor
Re latio ns Act prohibits him from commenting on certain
aspects of o rganized
labor movements.
Bert G all, executi ve vice president and
said
the
p rovost,
school
hopes
to
"resolve
either
through discussion or
the hearing process
who is eligible to be in

a unit."
Halfway through
the meeting, the only
thing resolved was
what to have ; or
lunch.
Each group left the counroom periodically with their council to
discuss an offer made by the opposition. The school made offers.
P-Fac countered .
Friday was s trictly a negoti ating day, and both sides want to
resolve the s ituation quickly.
"We hope to have an agreement and have an election before the
end of the fi rst semester-and I think we will." said John
Stevenson, spokesman for P-Fac.
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Not too early to plan for spring break
By Erin H aughey
College Press Sen1ice

BOULDER. Colo. -Students arc notorious
for making price the detcm1ining factor when
planni ng their spring breaks.
Travel agents say researching your trip. as
well as your travel company or agent. is the
key to a no-stress vacation.
Last year, several local college and high
school students were stranded in Mexico by
agencies and tour operators that didn ' I keep
thei r end of the bargain.
"Just because it sounds good . doesn 't
mean it is'" warned Bill Winch, a student
travel specialis t for James Travel Poi nts
International in Bo ulder, Colo. He's urging
students to research travel companies' reputations for standing behind their travel arrangements.
Suspect companies usually work through
student representatives who blanket colleges
with spring break travel brochures. Many students, enamored by the bargain pricing. do
not take the time to research the company
they are entrusting their vacation plans to.
Sometimes these companies will send out
fl yers and confirm trave l arrangements before
they have actually booked seating on planes.
Some tour operators buy bulk seats o n planes
to get special rates but scramble at the last
minute to accommodate overbooked flights.
Experts ad vise students to watch for trick
advenising used to camouflage cost "addons," fees hidden between the lines. Be aware
of price increases due to peak travel weeks,
departure taxes, price-increase dates and processing fees. Many fl ights, for example, arc
priced for East Coast departure, charging
extra to leave from other airpon s.
When problems do arise, these companies
are nowhere to be found, as some students
discovered last March .
"They claim to have an offi ce on location,
but they never say where," said Winch of
unreliable travel companies.
Winch, who has been in the business of
stude nt travel for mo re than 15 years, has

heard hundreds of horror s tories about students who didn't research their trip.
Some of these unfortunate travelers spent
more time moving in and out of hotels (as
many as three in the course of a week) than
they d id on the beach. Others found that
"'breakfast included" meant a free coupon for
a biscuit at a fas t-food restaurant, he said.
Watch for tricky wording, Winch added .
"They claim to have airfare but never promise
secured seating."
Not all o f these compan ies are sketchy, but
do your homework to have a worry-free vacation.
No maner what, the earlier you book, the
ben er off you arc. Travel agents advise students to book before Christmas to avoid possible problems. You ' ll have your choice of
destinations, and find the best bargains, and
you might be able to pay your bi ll in installments.
If you 've been too busy in previous years
to go on a spring break trip, this might be a
good winter to head elsewhere. Here's a head
stan on the hottest places to go this year.
The No. I destination this year will likely
be Cancun, Mex ico. Cancun is kno wn for its
beauti ful climate, reasonable prices and organized activities for spring breakers.
"Cancun is gorgeous and everything is
moderately priced ," said Shane Burbach, a
teacher in Denver. "The hotel I stayed at had
it all, even free bike rentals and volleyball
tournaments."
Cancun caters 10 the tourists with a night
life that never shuts its doors and a beach full
of hotels and shops where you can barter w ith
the local merchants.
Another popular destination in Mexico is
Mazatlan. Not as Americanized as Cancun
but also less expensive, Mazatlan is known
for its beaches. For music and disco-d ancing
fans the highlight of the trip will be a dazzling
d isco club, the dance floor of which juts out
over the ocean.
The third most popular spring break vacation spot is Jamaica.
Jessica Lavender, a CU student who trav-
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In the Dec. 1 Issue of The Chronicle, the
photo on the front page was taken by Tobias
Lopez.

In the same Issue, two poems, (At Other's
Grave, 1995 and The Anal Round) In the literary
supplement did not name the authors, Mary
Bliss and Matthew Helnza, respectfvely.

The Chronlde regret. the tNTOra.

eled there, said, "We decided to rent a ho use
to get away from the spri ng-break havoc that
dominated our trip the year before. We were
able to see much more of the island than our
friends who spent the majority of the ir time in
and around the hotel in Montego Bay."
The cities offer exciting attractions, like
carni vals every Mo nday night and many
dance clubs and shops.
For the vacationer trying to avoid the
spring-break extravaganza, there are other
options guaranteed to offer fun in the sun at a
reasonable price . These incl ude Puerto
Vallarta, Cabo San Lucas, and South Padre
Island. While these p laces may not cater quite
as m uch to college s tudents, there is still plenty to do, such as scuba di ving, s norkeling,
para-sailing and bike-riding.
If airfare and airports is something you
want to avoid, you could d rive d own to South
Padre Island in Texas.
O ther experie nced travelers recommend
the Caribbean.
"Scuba di ving in the waters of the
Caribbean is incredible off the shore of St.
Kins. I was at least 100 feet down , and I could
see to the surface as if I were s ining at the
bon om of a swimming pool," said Bryan
Stokes, pres ident of Steeprock Builders in
Boulder.
Besides the underwater activities along the
coral reef, there are also many inland adventures into the u ntamed rainforests and through
historic fortresses.
Mary Kukral, travel manager for Rocky
Mountain Diving Center & Boulder Scuba
Tours, suggests travelers check out the South
Pacific because summer there occurs during
our winter months.
This area offers several diverse countries,
including Australia, Pau Pau New G uinea,
Fiji and the Kingd om of Tonga.
"Traveling to these countries is a different
ki nd of experience," said Kukral.
" It's not that much farther, and it doesn't
cost that much more than your typical vacation destinations. It's a wild yet civilized
place to discover."
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~ StudentS·

LET YOUR VOICES BE HEARD!
Every ten years all accredited colleges must renew their accreditation with
one of the regional accrediting associations recognized by the United States
Department of Education. As you may have heard, Columbia College is
now working on a comprehensive self-evaluation as part of the process for
.renewing its own accreditation with the North Central Association. We
need your point of view to make our evaluation complete!
This is a great chance for you, as students, to voice your opinion on the
education that you are receiving here at Columbia and to help your College
community identify both strengths and ·a reas of concern. The Self-Study
Steering Committee welcomes your thoughts, as well as your responses to
any of the following questions:
1. Why did you choose Columbia College?
2. Is your experience at Columbia living up to your expectations?
· ·

3. Are you familiar with the College mission statement, and, if so,
what does it mean to you?
4. Do the services available to students at Columbia give everyone
who enrolls a reasonable chance to succeed in their classes and
complete their college education?
5 . Is Columbia preparing you for the career that you plan to pursue,
as well as for life in general?
6. If you could change one thing about Columbia to improve the
education that you are receiving, what would it be and why?

You can send your responses to us via e-mail at ;
selfstudy@popmail.colum.edu or through campus mail by addressing your
response to Jill Summers, Wabash Room 222 and dropping it off at any
department, asking them to place it in their outbox.

Thanks for your help!

The Self-Study Steering Committee
Colurnbl•

Coli•••

Chlcea:o

Open House
VVednesday, December10, 1997
8:00 a.. m. to 6:30p.m.
in the Lincoln Room
at the Ramada Congress Hotel

Meet the People of

Pjac

Part-time faculty involved in P-fac
IEA/NEA Representatives
Ai

0

•• "

~

I

·':

Free Continental Breakfast
8:00- 10:00
Free Buffet Lunch
11:00 -1:00
Free Snacks
4:00-6:30

Free Q&A
All Day Long
'

Information about the upcoming union authorization election will be available.
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Students need another forum to be heard
It's the holiday season o nce again, that means hordes of people
descending on stores across the country looking for that special gift
for the people on their lists. Occasionally, these shoppers run into
problems, be it at the Harrison Snack Shop, at Bloomingdale's on
the Mag Mile, or at the Target in Berwyn. What makes the consumer happy is a way to complain and get things made right there
in the premises. As a shopper you can go talk to someone and make
things right, but, that's something that students seem to think they
can not do here at Columbia.
After readi ng the letters we've received this week, it seems
apparent to me,and several o thers, that students do feel there is
nowhere to go except TheChronicle.
Students need a way to voice concerns about the college in a
forum other than the school newspaper. There should be a
Customer Service Office, like at anyother service orientated organization.
If the full-time faculty are supposed to treat students in a manner that is"consumer friendly" during pre-registration, why can' t
the whole school do thesame thing?
Anything from offices that are service-orientated, like the
Bursar's offi ce, Admissions, Academic Counseling, and others,
should have a survey set up to see how they are doing. By doing
this, they can gauge how students think they are doing their jobs.
I know the Financial Aid office has been doing this for about a
year now...the only offi ce I know of. John Olino, Director of
Financial Aid, set it up last year in an effort to make the office more
knowledgeable of the way studentsperceive them.
Could you imagine a Customer Service Office here?
I picture it set up in a dark com er of the building on the top floor
in the main building. You' ll have to take the stairs all the way up
because the elevators would be broken. The person working at the
front desk would be a 120-year-old woman with big blue hair,
glasses and a half-smoked cigarette hanging out of her mouth.
She'd absolutely love to be bothered with the inconsequential concerns that the paying students, who could make it up thestairs, here
at Columbia.
Of course I'm only joking.
What should be done is the school should set up a Student
Concern Box, like the "How do you think we're doing?" Box in the
Financial Aid office, on the fifth floor in the main building. That
way students could tell the people who run the school what they
think the school lacks.
I know in the last couple weeks Student Satisfaction Inventories
have been administered to students. But, the results from this are
long off and I doubt that this years results will be any better than
last years which were awful.
What about an open forum? Duff has had them a couple times
on CCEN. The fi rst one was productive because students and fa:culty members were allowed into the studio. The second was less
productive. It was Mr. Duff and the host, but the questiOns were
limited to what the host and producer could come up with. The
questions were good, but you need an open door to let more students get their specific questions answered. Comments and concerns of the students need to have a place where they can be voiced
now so they can be addressed now. It seems like the student do not
feel that they are able to voice their concerns in a way that --:auld
bring about results. Perhaps when ROCCS gets gomg, there wtll be
a consistent forum.
Students concerns about security, elevators, teachers not showing up for classes, academic requirements...these are constantly on
the table around here it seems.
It's time for that to stop. Forming another committee doesn' t
solve anything. Why doesn't the Admini ~tration make a decisi o~
for once without a commtttee? Maybe things would change a btt
faster. With too many committees being formed, they take away
the full-time faculty from students and bog down the bureaucratic
process the school has established, which doesn' t need to be
slowed down anymore.
.
..
1 wonder if a committee on how to get nd of all the graf~ t•. m
the men's room on the third fl oor of the 33 E. Congress Butldmg
has been formed yet?
President Duff has often said that his office has an open door to
students.Deans have said their offices are the same way. But, do
students really feel comfortable making noi~ about the problems
they face day in and day out here at Columbta?
. .
It doesn't seem to be that way, here at the Commumcatlon Arts
school about 8 ()()()of us call home for at least a few hours a week.
But at least w'e now have an ATM in the lobby. of the V,:abash
Building! That only took two years to get here! Rtght Captatn?

Letters to the editor
Columbia needs a
substitute policy
For the third time this semester, an instructor
didn't show up for one of my classes. I understand
instructors can have scheduling conflicts, but the
school needs to have a policy for using substitutes
from the department if a teacher can't make class
or in case of an emergency. If my figures are correct tuition for a 3 credit course is $873 not
incl~ding fees. Divide that by 15 weekly classes in
a semester you get $58.20 per class. $58.20 times
an average of 25 students per class equals $1 ,455
every time a teacher doesn't show up. Considering
that this happened to me 3 times this semester
alone, that would equal $4,365 of wasted tuition
money. Columbia better correct this policy fast
before the student body starts demanding some
heft refund checks.
Rip TofT

Academic Computing
needs improvements
The Academic Computing Department is
falling apart. Even though they were the most logical place for the Multimedia Major to go, they
were denied due to bad management, and now the
major is very inconveniently spread out over multiple departments. Currently, the department supplied an unfinished lab to Premier and After
Effects students, and then, on the fourth week of
the semester, took away our lab and video camera
access when asked when the lab would be completed. As a result of much complaining, lab
access has been returned, but only for a couple of
hours each day. Video camera access is still denied
on the grounds that the class description said nothing about capturing video, even though the department supplied us with S-VHS tapes -which are
only really practical for capturing video - at the
beginning of the semester. They have also dectded
to cancel the Premiere and After Effects classes
next semester. These classes are immensely popular - two of the most popular classes that the
department has left in fact, and is taught by Keith
Richardson, one of the best teachers they have left.
The decisions that the Academic Computing
Department head have made are based on interdepartmental politics and b~d mana~eme nt. She has
failed to show up to multtple meetings on the subject, and has shown a general lack of interest in the
student's concerns. I wish that the Chronicle
would due a story on this, and also on similar such
problems that affect students . I wish more students
would bring such problems to the paper 's attention. This is our school's news source - we
should make use of it!
Posted by Godis
via the Chronicle interactive forum

A 22-step plan for Columbia
A BRIEF LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS
TOWARD THE IMPROVEMENT OF PROGRAM AND FACILITIES AT COLUMBIA
COLLEGE CHICAGO:

I. Retain open enrollment, but implement and
utilize placement testing for general studies COijrses to ensure students are challenged in their
coursework.
2. Even the new 'improved' registration needs
to be updated. Graduating seniors should register
first, followed by students with a cumul ative GPA
above 3.5, followed by the remainder of the student body.
3. Freshmen should be required to take introductory courses their first semester at Columbia in

order to better prepare them for the remainder. of
their college experience. For example: Enghsh
Composition I, Basic Math Skills I, Biology, a htstory, and an elective.
4. In addition to required pre-requisites, course
descriptions should include suggested pre-requisites in order to enhance the student's experience
and productivity in the course.
5. Senior internships should be required of all
students, regardless of their field of study.
6. Classes should never be canceled. If an
instructor is absent, a qualified substitute should
be sought to teach the course during the tenure of
the instructor's absence. When a class is canceled,
a student pays for a service that is not received.
7. Health insurance should be mandatory of all
students. If adequate proof of coverage cannot be
provided (e.g., from parents or self), an insurance
policy will be provided and the cost automattcally
charged to the student's account or deducted from
any refund due. Columbia follows a strict attendance policy that requires students to be in the best
of health.
8. For those graduating with a GPA above 3.9,
a 'Special Distinction Award' should be added to
both the diploma and transcript.
9. Instill Major programs in English, since
English is an art. Develop and implement courses
and/or majors programs in Technical Writing,
Women 's Studies, etc ...
I 0. Request for changes in a major field of
interest would be granted only after the student has
met with a counselor. If approved, the request
should be should be processed within 30 days.
II. Counselors should be available during the
registration process for general assistance, in addition to registration concerns.
12. Columbia needs to advertise for in-house
career employment amongst its student body ie; .in
the "Chronicle" (Not in the mail room!). By fat ling to doing so, the college implies. that it .has no
faith in either the education tt provtdes or tts students.
13. Elevators need to be kept in working order
at all times. Instructors often mark students late,
even though elevator problems were the cause of
their tardiness.
14. Computer labs should not close early- posted hours of operation need to be follo wed. If ~ec
essary, increase the number of student work-atds.
15. Computer labs need to remam open on a
normal schedule during breaks. At least one word
processing lab should remain open on weekends
until IOp.m.
16. The library should be open on Sundays.
17. Charging ten cents per page for internet
copies is unacceptable. Five cents. would be more
reasonable, si nce students often utthze the mtemet
for term-paper research. Color copies should be
avai lable as well, though at a higher cost.
18. Students should need only ONE print card
for all their printing applications. CONDENSE
and CONSERVE!
19. Several copiers should be available to students in all campus buildings.
20. ATM machines in all campus buildings.
The subsequent protection and safety afforded students outweighs the cost of this necessity..
.
2 1. Bookstore prices need to be m hne wtth
what students can afford to spend, or buybacks
should reflect the student's book purchase price.
Columbia needs to set bookstore guidelines.
22. Newspaper machines should be located in
every building.
Oh and by the way, what ever happened to the
Student Recreation Office? Will we ever see
another?
-Anon.
Posted by The S unflower G irl
via 1M Chron icle inreracrive forwn
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FLOWER GLOWER
I am as a flower. A noxious, irritating mega-allergen o f a fl ower
perhaps, but a flower nonetheless. Like all fl owers then, I need only
three things to thrive: water, s un, and a warm climate. In fact , I probably need fertile soil and some other things too, but I don' t know or
care a thing about botany so stop f-i ng up my metaphor, O .K.? Now
then: water: sun: warm climate: I'm a flower, yadda-yadda-yadda. If I
wilt and die, my highly tox ic corpse will rot into the ground creating
an unparalleled ecological disaster, so it's vital I stay planted under the
right conditio ns (stop scratching your head, I have no idea what I' m
talking about either).
Why did I move to Chicago then? Another steadily approaching
Chicago winter - though I prefer the term "arctic transformation"has me asking myself this question incessantly o f late, while kicking
myself in the ass simultaneously with both feet. There's very li!tlc;J
don't like about Chicago, but the winters here are an awfully JUG
tin!<. Granted there's plenty of water to be had, you just have to be willing to chisel it out of Lake Michigan with an ice-pick, and I'm more
of a flimsy weed than a mighty oak (again with the plant metaphor).
As for sun, witness the recent "fog-out" we had, and the new irregularity in my heart-beat, stemming from a near "meeting" I had with a
bus that came barreling out o f the haze like an elephant from the early
morning mist.
And the climate in winter here is like a negative exposure of hell.
There's enough room in more temperate areas of the U.S. for no o ne
to have to live in an open-air ice-box like Chicago. That's probably
not true and I'd sure make a crappy anthropologist. Regardless, I don ' t
understand what compelled people to settle here in the first place.
"So, Graham this new territory we are to inhabit, is it uninhabitable?'"
"Quite Ezekial, quite."
"The cold season... "
" Lasts fully half the year and is absolutely monstrous."
"Excellent. Is there a violent wind?'"
"There is a killing wind Ezekial."
''And are there any natural bairiers to its whipping progress,
like hills or mountains ?"
"Ezekial. the e ntire territory is a big plain !"
"A-HA, A-HA, A-HA, Ha, Ha, Ha!!!" [collects himsel f]
Graham, let me ask you a hypothetical question. If I were to step out
on any given winter morning there, and forget to wear my hat, would
I risk having my head freeze and shatter wi th the first strong gust o f
wi nd?"
"With the slightest puff."
"When are we moving?"
We Chicagoans are like Eskimos. Eskimos' environment is so
unsuitable for living, to keep warm they build houses out of
snow. Here's a tiQ: _instead of building houses o ut o f s now, move
somewhere WARM you morons!!
And I guess I'm an honorary Eskimo because I'm living in
Chicago and whining mightily about it. There's a sky-light in my
room with my bed positioned directly beneath it. During frightening
Chicago thunder-storms, my sky-light leaks copious ly. Covered by a
foot of snow, it leaks all the time. But I won't move my bed. Why?
Because I'm the anti-vampire-a day- light dependent freak who ' ll take
even the morsel of sun offered up during the Chicago winter - a meager allotment even further reduced by the opaque snow-filter covering
my s ky-light- over no sun at all. Global warming, nuking the North
Pole; I'm all for it. So long as it's sunny.

Global Warming campaign
subordinates science to politics
By Robert W. Traclnsk.i
Knight-Ridder!Tribune News Services

From Dec. I to 10, the world 's diplomats are meeting
in Japan to sign a treaty constricting the lifeblood of
industrial civilization: fossil fuels. Like other national
leaders, President C linton is promoting the premise that
the carbon dioxide released by s uch fuels is caus ing a dangerous global warming. This is no longer a hypothesis, we
are repeatedly told by our politicians and journalists, but a
fact accepted by an international consens us of scientists.
This contention, however, is the product not of scientific judgment but of political considerations. The chilling
reality is that the scientific evidence does not support the
global warming case and there is no scientific consensus
maintaining that it does.
Patrick Michaels, for example, professor of environmental sc iences at the Uni versity of Virginia, points to the
data fro m the worldwide network o f weather s tatio ns.
They s how a 0.9 degree Pahrcnheit rise in average global
temperature si nce I R!SO- but all of it before I940.
That i•. whtle industrial activity has exploded and C02
emi .. ion• have alrrwht tripled since 1940, no warming has
<JU.urrcd dunng that tunc .
Fred Singer, another dtrnatologist from the University
,,r V~rginw and the former head nf the National Weather
Satellite Service, ~o nfirms that sate llite measurements of
atm<><~phen c te~npcrature reveal no inc rca.~c over the past
I~ year~. the ent11e period for which such datu have hccn

Menace to

Socie~y

"You know that's really bad for you," she says.
I look up from my book to sec where this annoying voice is coming from and who it's supposed
too be addressing. "It's just not healthy and Jesus
wouldn't approve. You really should stop that,"
she coughs to create the d ramatic effect. "It will
give you cancer."
Oh fabulous! Another Nazi non-smo ker who
wants to crucify me for my habit. "Excuse me?'' I
say, hoping that maybe she ' II s uddenly d isperse
into thin air and leave me alone with my beloved
cancer stick. "I said that smoking w ill give yo u
cancer!" WOW! This woman is a medical genius,
I think to myself as I take a deep drag of my best
friend in the world.
As I inhale, I feel the nicotine energizing my
bloodstream. the tar soothing my bronchial tubes
and most of all I enjoy the crystallization of my
lungs as the menthol filters through them. I am sitting in the smoking section! For the love o~ Elvis,
why can' t this woman mind her own goddam business and go pray or something? "It's not glamorous and you're only hurting yourself." All right,
that's it. I'm going to snap and it's not goi ng to be
pretty. "Actually maarn, I'm getting my d ose
through the filter, it's the second hand smoke that
really kills you which is what you're getting. So,
for the sake of your health I suggest you leave my
table!"
This is maddening. This discrimination against
smokers has got to stop. But, color me silly, I get
this itsy-bitsy feeling that it won ' t! So, I think we
s hould discriminate the other way for a while. The
last time I checked, the First Amendment still
guaranteed me the freedom of speech and press.
So, now with my established freedom I say this.
First, Jet's pass mandatory smoking Jaws to
return the pain of annoyance to the wanna-be non-

collected.
Even if there is some warming, adds Hugh Ellsaesser,
a meteorologist at the Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory, there is no evidence that it is man-made.
There was a well documented warm period 900 years
ago-long before the Industrial Revolution- when the
global temperature was one to two degrees higher than it
is today (incidentally, without any apocalyptic consequences).
The renowned computer models on which much of the
fear-mongering is based are fallacious, says MIT meteorology professor Richard Lindzen .
He notes that they cannot account for cooling factors
like cloud cover and, had the models been applied to the
past century, would have overstated the rate of warming
by more than I 00 percent.
At least 80 cl imate scientists have now signed the 1995
Leipzig Declaration, stating that, " we cannot subscribe to
the so-called 'scientific consens us' that envisages climate
catastrophes and advocates hasty actions."
Why is the content, indeed, the very existence of such
viewpoints largely ignored? The answer is that while genuine sc ienti fic debate does not require the s uppression of
di ssenting voices, a po litically motivated crusade docs.
Environmentalists have created a bogus consensus, in
order to further the mo vement's ideological goal of
expanding government and constrain ing indus try.
111c process of an honest, objective search for scientific truth is he ing ahandoncd for politicul ends.
Th is approach was sturkly illustrntcd by the recent
s ummo ning of te levision wcathem1en to the White House.
Is there any doubt that science was heing suhordinutcd to
x•litics when President C linto n, treating the weathermen
ike servile propagundists of some totalitarian regime,
exhorted them to mouth the party line o n global wunning

l

smoking saviors! Under Katastrophyca rule, no
one would be allowed to leave their house without
a cigarette lingering from their lips. Second, let's
make a tax switch by lowering the sin tax on c igarettes and placing it on Twinkies because,
Twinkies are also bad for your health . 111ey're
high in fat and cholesterol, and clog your arteries.
Last but not least, everyone must attend the
Church of Smoke once a week to hear sermons
about the benefits of smoking. Some of these will
include "How smoking makes me not kill people,"
"Smoking: an alternative sport," and "A cigarette
is always there."
In case you are oblivious to the obvious, here's
the point. It has to do with dictatorship, butting
into other people's business and crucifixion.
Smokers are being crucified by the government to
pay sin taxes and after they pay this dear price they
can't even smoke in peate. There is always some
savior who wants to inform them about their "bad"
habit.
If you don't want to live under mandatory
smoking law s, or be told to do something you
d on't want to d o, then return the favor. S top telling
others what to do! Stop worrying about saving
other people and start worrying about saving yourself. Oh, and another thing! This may come as an
excruciating shock to all you non-smokers out
there, but all smokers are aware of the health risks
that come with the addictive habit. I've never
known smokers who thought they were smoking
to improve their health or to replenish their body
of needed nutrients.
<
We know all about cancer, bronchitis, tubeculos is, heart disease, and all the other goodies that
come with this hobby. I myself am developing
tumors and growi ng a third breast o n my back due
to smoking, but that's just me. Plus, every sunny
morning we are reminded that we smoke as we
kneel before the holy toilet and recycle mucus.
So, to all you wanna-be saviors: we'd appreciate it if you 'd just mind your own business, worry
about your health, and stop bugging us with shit
we already know. We've all read the Surgeon
General's Warning about how q uitting smoking
greatly reduces serious risks to your health. And
on this note, I'd like to add that the next time I hear
another enlightening sermon about the hazards of
s moking from someone, I will personally become
a serious hazard to the ir health. So, you want to
s tay healthy? Get off my back!!

during their broadcasts?
There is a persistent effort by environmentalists to get
the public to believe that global warming is a scientifically accepted fact. The 2,000 scientists who contributed to a
1996 report o f the U.N.'s Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) are often cited as the core of this
supposed consensus. But many of those names were
included, not as recognized climate scientists, but merely
as official representatives of their governments. A number
of actual climatologists are on the list only because their
data were cited or they were asked to review parts of the
report, no t because they endorsed its conclusions. In fact,
the list includes o utspoken critics of the global warming
claims, such as Michaels, Lindzen and Robert Balling.
This "consensus" was manufactured primarily by a
small number of policy-makers and politically ambitious
scientists. They were the ones who wrote the report's
summary, which declares that global warming ts an
uncontested truth. According to Robert Reinstein, the
State Department's chief negotiator at the 1990 Earth
Summit, the wording of the s ummary was hammered out
by diplomats and "must be considered purely a political
document, not a scientific one."
TI1e Environmental Protection Agency banned DDT
despite the conclusion of its own scientific panel that the
pesticide was safe . Congress, in response to the acid-rain
campaign, enacted massive restrictions o n industry in
defiance of the major scientific study Congress itself had
commissioned. Similarly, today's environmentalists. pursue n politicul ugenda in militant indifference to the objective evidence.
As December's summit nenrs, theru is indeed 11 catastrophe thnt our lenders must net to nvcrt. But tho catastrophe is not globol wonning; it is environmentalism's
growing s uccess at politicizing science.
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columbia cares
;J

drop off boxes will be located
in the lobbies of each building
donations will benefit Taproots ,
Catholic Charities. and
Battered Women's Sht- :ten,

c
New Toys Only Please:

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED:
Toy Wrapping Party
Thu rsday Decembe r 11
1:00 - 3:00 pm

for more information and volunteer opportunities
please contact the Hokin Center ext. 7696

sponsored by the Hokin Student Advisory Board
and the Hokin Center of Columbia College Chicago

December 1 - 12, 1997
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ARE YOU INTERESTED IN
AEROBICS,
PERSONAL FITNESS TRAINING,
YOGA,
OR INTRAMURAL SPORTS?

FOR MORE

DETAILS

PLEASE CONTACT
THE STUDENT LIFE & DEVELOPMENT

@ x7459
623 S. WABASH rm . 301
or
T HE ROOSEVELT

UN~VE RSITY

FITNESS CENTER

@ (3 12) 34 1-243 1
AND ASK FO R MARK
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By Linda C. Black
Tribune Media Service
Athletes dominate scholars on Monday and
Tuesday. If you fall into the former category,
you'd better make the most of that advantage
while you have it. Wednesday and Thursday
are best for financial decision-making. Even
the frivolous are more apt to be practical then.
Scholars get into arguments on Friday, some
9f which last all weekend. The athletes don't
have a chance in that environment. Don't even
bother to compete. Most of the controversy
won't make much sense to you anyway.
Intuition prevails over logic on Sunday.
Aries (March 21-April 19). You're very
strong Monday and Tuesday. Be compassionate, too, or you could do damage. Be careful
with your money Wednesday and Thursday,
but buy what's required. Don't put it off any
longer. You'll study most easily on Friday and
Saturday. If there are any assignments still
due, finish them off then. Stay home with family on Sunday.

FE .\Tl. RES
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Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 23). Learn from an
active and more experienced partner on
Monday and Tuesday. Wednesday and
Thursday are best for finding the money you
need. Homework is required. Travel looks
good from Friday through Saturday. By
Sunday, you may notice the pressure is more
intense. If you can impress an older person
favorably, you'll find opportunities opening
up left and right. It's worth the effort.
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21). Push yourself
harder to get more work done on Monday and
Tuesday. It's kind of stressful, but you'll be
amazed at the results. A partner helps out on
Wednesday and Thursday. Delegate as much
as possible. On Friday, you'll discover a new
source of funding. Don't be tempted to spend
it - you'll still have to pay it back. On
Sunday, you may get a chance to travel. If you
have any resources left by then, go.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21). Fall in love
again with a favorite old flame on Monday and
Tuesday. Make a commitment you can keep.
Your work load's intense on Wednesday and
Thursday, and interferes with your studies.
You can get frivolous again on Friday, in the
company of a playful free spirit. If you're
going to show off, do it intellectually rather
than materially.

Taurus (April 20-May 20). Finish work
you dread on Monday and Tuesday. You've
put it off long enough already. You're stronger
on .Wednesday and Thursday, possibly due to • • I
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19). Your house
• getting that finished. Buy something special
for your sweetheart on Friday or Saturday. It is abuzz with activity Monday and Tuesday.
won't be hard to tell what. Just ask. Surprising Pay attention to avoid a catastrophe, or at least
information comes in on Sunday. Keep it to a mess. Hack out some personal time for yourself and your mate on Wednesday and
yourself.
Thursday. You have decisions to make. The
Gemini (May 21-June 21). There's no workload intensifies on Friday. Get a partner
stopping you and your friends on Monday and to shoulder part of the load on Sunday or
Tuesday. You're awesome. Get to work big you'll wear yourself to a frazz.
time on Wednesday and Thursday. Schedule
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18). You'll fmd it
your big date for late Thursday night or
Friday. Saturday's OK, too. Actually, from easier to learn on Monday and Tuesday. That's
Friday through the weekend looks excellent especially true if you're working with a group.
for controversial conversations, intellectual Household responsibilities interfere with your
romance and massive breakthroughs. On social life Wednesday and Thursday. An
opportunity for romance opens up Friday
Sunday, go shopping.
night. You're looking exceptionally great.
Cancer (June 22-July 22). Professors and You're also charming and debonair this weekbosses are in a terrible mood on Monday and end. Saturday is going to be easier, and
Tuesday. If you don't have the right answer, Sunday will require a little more work.
don 't even bother to make up an excuse. You
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20). If you have a
and your team are productive on Wednesday
and Thursday. Make group decisions then. part-time job, you could get a pay raise
Friday and Saturday, fmish your paperwork. Monday or Tuesday. You might not even have
Get that out of the way before Sunday, so you to ask, but it wouldn't hurt. Study something
that will help you advance in your career on
can relax for a change.
Wednesday and Thursday. Put it to use right
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22). You're wildly away. Moderate in a battle between friends on
enthusiastic and marvelously lucky on Friday. Don't ge.t them both mad at you,
Monday and Tuesday. Start new projects and though. People have redeemed their sense of
push for what you want. By Wednesday, humor by Saturday. Save your big date for
somebody else is back in control. On Sunday. It' ll be easier to find some privacy.
Thursday, you won't get away with much of
anything. Friends provide comic relief on If You're Having a Birthday This Week ...
Friday. The festivities continue through Born Dec. 8: Fall in love all over again, with
an old friend. Dec. 9: Your romance is solid,
Saturday, but get serious again on Sunday.
even though both of you are constantly movVirgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22). Straighten out a ing. Dec. I0: Make work your primary focus
financial mess Monday and Tuesday. Cut the and you ' II reap benefits for years to come.
fluff to get something you really need. Dec. II : Make service your top priority and
Wednesday and Thursday, make travel plans you'll fmd wealth to be a byproduct. Dec. 12:
with family. Concentrate on satisfying an A talkative partner demands attention, and
older person's demands on Friday. Arguing possibly money. Make sure to get what you
will be pointless then, and for most of the pay for. Dec. 13: You're in for a tough battle,
weekend. Sunday is your best bet for social but you and your mate can both emerge winners. Dec. 14: Focus on paying off your debt
activities. Schedule something fun for then.
this year, and then buy something you've.
always wanted.
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·Going nuts at the,_:IM;AX
' Nutcracker' brought to life on _cellul.o id
By Amy Pugh
Staff Writer

Edzard, the director, writer,
and costume/production
designer transported her
audience smack dab into
the middle of fantasy land.
More than ISO cast members, from ballet dancers to
street performers, were
used to make these scenes
realistic.
Alas, no plot would be a
good plot without trials and
tribulations, and the Mouse
King entered the scene.
Here, also, was where " too
realistic" came into play.
The Mouse King and his
army were the stuff children's nightmares are made
o f. All of a sudden, these
giant (and might I add
mean) rodents were gnawing their way through the
carpet and attacking all the
toys. I can't speak for the
five-year-old who was seated next to me, but I for one
was a bit uneasy.
The audience anxiously
awaited the demise of the
Above: Sugar Plum (Academy Award nominated Miriam Margolyes) and the Nutcracker Prince mice with baited breath,
(Benjamin Hall) celebrate the triumphant battle of the Nutcracker's troops over the villainous mice at the and no one was surprised
when our heroine, Clara,
Sugar Spun Palace with C lara (Lotte Johnson).

It's been a lo ng time
since I've had the pleasure
of viewing The Nutcracker.
If my memory serves me
correctly, I was IS years
old, dressed in my Sunday
best, and perched o n the
edge of my scat. The electrifyi ng music! The beauti·
ful ballerinas! The ornate
costumes! The Nutcracker
marked the beginning of the
holiday season for my fami·
ly, and there I was, part of it
all. I was downtown at the
ballet, dahhhling.
Flash forward I 0 years.
It was a chilly Sunday afternoon when I headed off to
Navy Pier to rev iew the
lmax rendition o f The
Nutcracker. To be perfectly
honest, my expectations
were far from high. Let's
s tart with location. Navy
Pier was hard ly my idea of a
good time. It was not as
though I had tickets to a
performance at the Chicago
Theater, o r even the
Shubert. (Navy Pier was a
place I had visited only once before and took a solemn vow before God never to
return.)
I also wasn' t too pleased with the whole movie idea. Perhaps I was feeling sentimental, or maybe a bit o ld-fashioned , but the thought of going to see the celluloid
version held no real appeal. All I could imagine was some movie producer mangling
the ballet, me swatting off tourists, and an over-priced movie ticket. Thank God I
was wrong.
The !max Nutcracker turned out to be a very e njoyable experience.
Unconventional, but enjoyable. I made it past the swarms o f people, s helled out the
$8.75 admiss io n price, and entered the theater. WOW! I was a bit overwhelmed. For
those of you (like myself) that have never been to the I max Theater at Navy Pier, let
me suggest a visit. The screen was huge. No, it was enormous, completely taking up
one side of the theater.
After a few sips o ff my small Pepsi (2.75--nothing here was cheap), the !max
employees instructed the audience how to properly put on and adjus t the 3-D glasses/headsets we were handed upon entering the theater. I felt like a character on Star
Trek, and when the previews began I felt like I was having a Oashback. It took a few

saved the day. After righting the wro ngs of the mice, exchanging pleasantries with
the Sugar Plum Fairy (Miriam Margolyes-"The age of Innocence," "I Love You To
Death"), Clara awoke to a disbelieving family. Except, of course, for Drosselmeier.
The !max Nutcracker was definitely a movie worth seeing. The phenomenal
music combined with the elaborate settings and 3-D imagery allowed the viewer's
imagination to run wild by providing scenes that were absolute ly fantastic.
Above: A celebration is in full swing in the PaJace of Spun Sugar as the pie
twirlers lead oft' the restivities.
Left: The Mouse King and the wooden Nutcracker stand toe-to-toe moments
beCore the battle reaches a revered pitch.
mi nutes to adjust to the gl a.~scs , but after that it was
smooth sailing.
Based on E.T.A. Ho ffm a nn 's classic tale,Thc
Nutcracker and the M ouse King, this 55 minute- movie
did both the fairy talc and the ballet justice. Fi lmed on
location and set in present-day England , the lmax
Nutcracker wa.~ a very real portrayal o f the ballet. With
the 3-D goggles attached to my face, some parts were a
little too real.
We were introduced to !!-year-o ld C lara ( Lo tte
Johnson) a.' her family made their annual Christmas
vi•itto Uncle Dro•o;elmeier's (Heathcote Willi ams). As
the W>ry unfolded, the audience learned that Uncle
Dro•<elmeier '" a fe w ~a ndwiches short of a picnic.
Sportmg a monocle, a mass ive collection o f vintage
t<>y, , and the all1i>ty to read C lara's thoughts, the two
tralp'Cd allnut h1~ home 10 ~earc h of a present for Clara.
Me~ mcnt.cd hy Dro•<elme1cr'• trc:1 ~ure•. and especial·
ly a v1ntagc wooden nutcracker, Clara hecmnc the luck·
1e•t g~rl 1n all of England when Dro•sehncier dec1ded
the nutLra<.ket •hould he he"
Mmutc• later ('Juno find• her•cl f tran ~portcd to o
whur>'ILal , rnUf(ILUI fa1ry land where ull the t oy~ come
to hfe . 'Inc ~o•turne• were arm11.1ng. the mu•ic wuJ
mcred11lle ('JLilalk<>v•ky Swan l.uke, 'Inc S leepmx Above: Clar11 (Lotte Joh111on) aaze1ln wonder moments after the apellla broken and the NukrKru PriMe
Beauty), and the chore.>gtaphy woo excellent. Chrixtine ( IJenjamln I hill) ~omea to life, In 111cene from The I MAX Nutcracker, butd on the orfaltlal E.T.A. Hoii\Ma
•tory.
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stage at the pier
Ne-tv Navy Pie.r fa~ility t'o house local Shakespeare· Repertory Theater
By Sheryl Tirol
Staff Writer

Repertory at Na:vy Pier since it has established itself as one of the city's top nonprofit
producing theaters.
He said the company's commitment to education and youth and families also fits
well with their vision for the pier as a year.round family entertai nment and cultural
facility.
The internationally renowned Repertory will raise more than $10 million over the
next three years to develop the interior of the theater complex, and to establish the site
as the theater's permanent home.
"The pier offers the most beautiful view of Chicago, and Shakespeare offers the
most beautiful view of the human condition. It's a perfect match," said Barbara Gaines,
the Reperatory's Artistic director.

The Shakespeare Repertory Theater is in the process of constructing a performance
hall at Navy Pier. The artist's vision is for Navy Pier to be the permanent home for the
performance and study of Shakespeare in Chicago.
"The Chicago Shakespear Theater will be a significant addition to the pier and to the
city's cultural and educational fabric," said Mayor Richard Daley in a press release.
"One of the most visited attractions in Chicago will be a great draw for visitors from all
over the world, and a source of civic pride for Chicagoans."
The exterior design of the proposed theater will reflect the glass facade areas of the
pier's existing structures. Plans
for the theater include an intimate
550-seat hall and a stage patterned after the Swan Lake
Theater of the Royal Shakespeare
Company in Stratford upon Avon
(England).
A flexible studio theater,
rehearsal spaces, a Shakespeare
resource center for educators and
lobby reception space with views
of Lake Michigan and the
Chicago's skyline will be included in the theater.
In its first decade the
Shakespeare Repertory established itself as a respected artistic
leader and innovator in the city's
theater community.
Construction will begin in
early 1998. The scheduled opening for the theater will be in the
fall of 1999.
The Metropolitan Pier and
Exposition Authority is investing
$ 12 million to cover the design
fees and exterior construction.
CEO of the Metropolitan Pier,
James R. Reilly said, "The addition of a year-round theater to
Navy Pier has been our dream
since the new Pier's inception."
... Re(!ly !!<'-d!!d_ .that they are
pleased to see the Shakespeare ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '

ACROSS
1 La-la lead-in
4 Business bldg.
9 PLO's Arafat
14 Shooters' grp.
15 Remove soap
16 Duck out
17 Bribing
20 Agent 99 on
'Get Smart"
21 Uncouth excuse
me
22 Chimney duct
23 Polish border
river
26 Yiddish cash
29 Notorious lover
32 Historic
stretches
33 Phi-psi sa
p arator
35 Exquisite
37 New Deal agcy.
38 Blocker of

Student Rush Tickets
Just $12.50
At the Symphony Center Box Office after ; p.m.
(12 p.m. for matinees) on the day of the perfonnance.
1\Jesday Night Chicago Symphony Orchestra Concerts: Students just $7.50
Bring your valid student ID. Subject to availability. One ticket per ID.

•Bonanza•
39 Topol!
40 Jane or John
41 Last of cash?
42 Genetic letlers
43 Soon-t<H>e
fonnercar
45 •
Soffel"
46 Suspicious
48 Neither high nor

low
50
51
52
55
57
59
64
65
66
67
66
69

Letlers
Angry states
Hautboy
Bettofs figures
Join the ranks
Bank account
choice
Humble
Rough weather
Scrimp
Dunderheads
Frank of CNN
Fonner Sov. unit

DOWN
1
2
3
4

Kind of switch
Bay window
FuU of visions
Toy-Inventor
Rublk
5 Indication
6 Explosive letters

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
18
19
23
24
25
27
28
30
31
33
34
36

Cigar end
Ople's aunt
OK
Assert without
proof
Eddie Cochran
hit ol1958
Wedding vow
Ump's cohort
Inspiration
Persecution
delusion
Poker openers
Man's best
friend
The ones that
got away
Two-time
grand-slam
winner of tennis
Russian rulers
Splinter group
Wolf-crying
Memory choice
Barbera's
partner
Neighbor o f Ali<.

classical,
jazz, and pop music a.t the new

Hear your favorite

Symphony Center, the Musical Heart of Chicago.
Call (3 12) 294-3000 lodt1yfor the uproming roncer/ sc!Jedule!
SYMPHONY CENTER: Tbe Musicallltarl ·of Cbica,~o 220 South Mtchtgan Avenue
for lkktt mforma~on. nil P~ontCharg~ at (312) 294-3000 or wop b\· lhf ~mphon1 Ctnttr Bo\" Offtct
lloun Mon ·!i11 10-6, sun 11·-t For croup nttst'IJ.I (31.l) !94·30-tO \iwtthtSimphon1· ~ort lonttd
.
ont door souah ol ~mphony ~ltr on Mldupn ~~~~«'
bnp/,..11"1 c~mphonyorg Hobcbrp#1«1\\6oots""' l't"lllablt MIJ/sniNIJN'DittlllfltW~tocl\19'

'l"rbs.ltt

44
47
49
53
54
56
57

HST follower
Senior
Unks activity
Sty comments
Last one
Woad and anll
Simple plant

58 Sphere starter?
59 Hatterlike
60 Saller's $$
equivocation
61 Silly billy
62 66, e.g .
63 Canvaaes?
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SPORTS

Decem her X. I 'J'J7

'Manning' the Heisman
A look at the candidates
return for a touchdown, an interception in the
Buckeye end zone, and a 37-yard pass reception to
set up a Michigan score. This big game mentality
Mirror, mirror on the wall, who is the best col· has worked to sway Heisman voters his way.
lege football player of them all? That is the question Woodson is second in the nation in interceptions
three young men are asking in anticipation of the with seven. Add to that the fact that most teams
announcement of the Heisman Trophy winner this don't dare throw hi s way, and he makes for a very
month. Tennessee quarterback Peyton Manning was legitimate candidate. Woodson's downside howevvirtually handed the trophy by writers before the er is something which seemingly has been lost in
season started, but
the hype. He is
so
muc h
has
eighth
on
the
changed since then.
Wolverines in tackEnte r Michigan 's
les, and ranks outJ
Charles Woodson,
side the top 50 in
who
not
only
punt returners in
excelled as defen·
Division
!A.
Woodson averages
sive back, but pl ays
wide
out
and
only 20 yards per
returns punts too.
game
receiving,
Let's not let the
leaving him fifth
debate end there,
best on his team.
b e c a u s e
Woodson's overall
Washington State
talent is impressive, quarterback Ryan
but is it enough to
Leaf feels his nummake a defensive
hers warrant con·
back the Heisman
sideration,
and
Trophy winner? If
many writers agree.
Manning
or
Before you get
Woodson are not the
caught up in the
answer,
perhaps
hoopl a, let's take a
Washington State
look at the numbers. The Reisman winner wi!1 be announced Saturday, Dec. quarterback Ryan
Leaf is.
The hype around 13, at the Downtown Athletic Club in New York City.
Peyton
Manning ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '
The last time the
this year can be described in one word , intense. Washington State Cougars were in the Rose Bowl,
Manning opted to return to Tennessee for hi s senior Franklin Roosevelt was president. But now, thanks
year despite being a sol id top five pick in the NFL to one man's improbable season, that is just a dis·
draft last June. He led his team to a possible Orange tant memory. Quarterback Ryan Leaf has taken a
Bowl bid and has exceptional numbers to back up team that no one thought could compete, at least not
his Heisman hopes. He passed for 3446 yards, for with the likes of Washington, Arizona State and
an average of 310 yards a game, not including his UCLA, and lead them to Pasadena. Leaf threw for
32 touchdowns to only nine interceptions. His accu- 3637 yards for an average of 330 yards a game
racy has been unspeakable, with a 60 percent com- along with a nation high 33 touchdowns. Leaf
pletion rate. however Manning has shown some threw only 10 interceptions all season, and comdown sides. Take for example, a game against lowly pleted 57 percent of his passes. The accolades don 't
Vanderbilt in which Manning was 12-27 for•just end there. Leaf is the third highest rated quarterover I 50 yards. It is this type of inconsistency back in Division I A, and has shown consistency
which has turned off Heisman voters. Manning has throughout the season. He started the season thrownot been able to exercise his Aorida demons in the ing for over three hundred yards in a win against
past two years, which has lead to some harsh criti· UCLA, and ended it with a splendid performance
cism from voters. Couple that with the fact that against Washington, to capture a share of the Pac-10
Manning is rated a mere 14th among Division lA crown. With a little know offensive squad around
quarterbacks and there is reason to believe he is not him, Leaf has propelled his name into Heisman
so deserving after all. If not Manning, the next log- race, and with a lack of down side to him Leaf
ical choice would be Michigan's Charles Woodson. seems more than deserving of a shot at the
Charles Woodson, who began the year on no Heisman.
Only time will tell, but one thing is for sure. This
ones list of Heisman candidates, has made perhaps
the loudest push for the trophy. Woodson dis man· trio of Heisman hopefuls has made fo r a spectacutled the Ohio State Buckeyes with a 78-yard punt Jar year in college football.
By Dan Zampi11o

Sport.r Corruptmdellf

By Sara WUUngham
Sport.t CtJ/umni.ft

OK, OK, I would just like to say that I have not wriUen my col·
umn for two weeks because I had a family emergency...NOT
because of all of the letters recently written to the editor about my
column. To be honest. it's bone-heads like you who keep me interested anyhow I
.
Now, r need to ask all of you for a favor. :.
I know that some of you are wondering how you can help me
out, and others of you are thinking... "Yah right, Sara on Sports is a
bimbo, and I'll be damned if I'm gonna help her..."
Well, just for a moment, I would like to ask the "bimbo-taggers''
amongst us to put their egos aside, and join me as a fan (I know it
will be difficult. because you types are rather full of yourselves).
Anyhow, I don' t care if you' re a die-hard, hardly~intQ·it, or bard·
up for some sports knowledge....you're a fan in my eye, and I could
really use your input. You see. I'm ·looking for some good, meaty
quotes from the fans of this great. City of Chicago...regarding of
course sports, and economics, to be more specific. If you look at
each major team in the city (Bulls. Hawks, Bears, SoJt and Cubs),
each has a unique economic status. ·'
#J Let's start with the Cubs. The worst record in the NL...the
worst start in Cubbie history at the beginning of last season.
Logically, one .might think that Wrigley Field is as desolate as the
state of Montana. But NO! Wrigley is down-right hoppin' game
afcer game. The bleachers are packed, the bolC seats are stuffed, and
the vendors are making a killin.' It's like the damn Taste of
Chicago... massive amounts of people crammed into one tiny place.
Why is it that the Cubs can sell tickets without spending the money
to,. beef-up their player personnel? It's goua be more than the loca·
lion of the stadium. What do ya' think???
#2 Now let's go to the Southside. Tbe White Sox are the exact
opposite for the most part. Reinsdorf has shelled out the cash for
some big names, but the most money he made all year was when
the Cubs and the Sox met at Comiskey Park during interleague
play. For most of the season, the ballpark that employs washroom
attendants to pass out towels in the bathroom was empty. Maybe
that' s it! Maybe no one likes the new Comiskey because it doesn't
have that peanuts-and-crackerjack feeling. Maybe it's the location.
Maybe it's Albert Belle. What do ya' think?
·
#3 OK, onto Soldier Field. The Bears have no star athletes, and
they have noticed a definite drop in fan anendance since their bru·
tal season began. This is actually the most normal situation. The
team sucks ...the fans quit guing to the games. But don' t forget
about all of those Bear-backers who sit in their living rooms and
catch the game on T.V. And don' t forget that the McCaskey's and
the Bears have money (you should see the new Halas Hall...very
impressive for a 2-and· ll team). Come to think of it, how dare they
even insinuate that they need a new field! I dunno... what do ya'
think?
#4 Speaking of television rights...let's talk Blackhawks. OK. I
admit it, my Jove for the sport of hockey only recently developed,
so I cannot talk of a day before blacked-out home games. There
must have been a reason for Mr. Wirtz to make such a decision...but
has it worked. or has it back-fired? Maybe the entire NHL simply
cannot sign lucrative T.V. deals because hockey is fairly difficult to
watch on a screen. I, however, think that the Hawks arc on the right
trad because, personally. I think the talent's there. they just need to
ge t it together. I mean, an average, blue-collar fan can get a decent
scat for almost every game. And, if he or she sneaks in a Oask in
order to defer the cost of bad beer, it truly can be an affordable-yetenjoyable evening. Why i~ it the Hawks still struggle financially?
What do ya' think?
#5 Moving along to the United Center's sister team: the beloved
Bulls. Over the years, the Chicago Bulls have played their cards
right, and look what they got. Five rings. Five Championships! Five
years of blis~. The only problem with the Bulls' scene is that cor·
poratc America and yuppies have taken over. When was the last
ume you ~ aw the Bull~ play (withou t having to stand-up the entire
game)? I suppose that the bcM thing we Chicago fans have is a
Mic hael-dominated Bulls' victory on Sportschannel, or something.
Docs that &cern right'! What do ya' think'!??
There you have it. The breakdown of the economic/sports status
()( Chicago. h there a problem'/ Is there a solution? Is there a remedy heyond boycotting'/ I am asking you, the fans, for your feed·
bat k. Please dig deep into your thoughts, and e-mail me a re~pon~~.
Yr, u know where to find me: CHRON96@1NTERACCESS.COM.
Or, drop a note by The Chroniclc...second floor of the Wabash
Building_ Let me know your thou~hlli . I want to hear from everyoue, e~peciully those of you who thmk I'm a bimbo. After all, if you
know it all. than share some of the knowledge damnitl (Ahhh, it's
niee to be back).
See y<Ju nex.t week ...

